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1. Context and motivation
Personal data, i.e., data generated by or about an individual has intrinsic economic value.
Indeed, many companies derive profit from user data acquired through online tracking:
Google and Facebook generate profits from targeted advertising, Amazon via
recommendations pointing users towards items likely to be purchased, and so on. The
common theme across diverse services and providers is the same; collect data about the
end-user, mine it to generate user profiles, and monetize the profiles. In this prevailing
ecosystem, users are locked out of extracting any monetary value from their own data. They
are also negatively affected by privacy implications, as they implicitly forsake control of their
data and how it is used. In recent years, an important debate has emerged about these
practices, their drawbacks, and the concerns about protecting users from being exploited.
In this context, allowing users to gain control over their personal data is a key
challenge. In an optimal ecosystem, companies should still have the possibility of collecting
users data. However, users who experience a cost for their loss of privacy should play a
central role in deciding whether or not they want to release their data, and at which price.
Such an ecosystem with monetization of users data can benefit all parties: it allows
users to derive monetary value from their data in compensation for their loss of privacy and it
allows companies to continue using users data for profit. (We note here that the value for
users need not be monetary. It could be, e.g., services, but still needs to be quantified.)
To ensure the success of a system giving users the possibility of monetizing their personal
data, it is crucial to design a good market mechanism for determining the value of this
data. Clearly, the value of personal data has a private component related to how much a
particular user values his privacy. However, it also has a public component due to the
possibility of inferring data about a user from data about others. Indeed, users are naturally
embedded in networks such as social networks. When links between users are known, data
released by a user can allow statistical inference on data of other users that are connected to
him and therefore affect their privacy. The public component of personal data has an
important impact on the optimal privacy market mechanism (intuitively, for example, optimal
strategies may involve offering incentives to certain users who have a central position in the
underlying network). In this project, we propose an innovative approach seeing privacy
as a public good to design an optimal market mechanism for personal data.
2. Detailed scientific content: objectives, innovation and expected results
The ultimate goal of this project is to design an optimal pricing mechanism for private
data monetization that gives each party the appropriate incentives. To achieve this goal,
we will use models based on game theory that capture the objective of each agent of the
system. A main innovation of the project is the combination of public goods and social
networks together with cooperative game theory solutions. This association is essential to
obtain a realistic model and therefore derive relevant results for the pricing mechanism that
can later be used in a prototype implementation of personal data market.
We identify several intermediate objectives:

i. Definition of a main usecase and proposition of a good game-theoretic model associated.
To be realistic, the model will include the social network environment in which users are
naturally embedded and the public good component of personal data.
ii. Analysis of the model using cooperative game theory. We will look in particular for
structural properties of the equilibrium solutions and their link to the network structure.
iii. Application to the design of an optimal pricing mechanism for private data monetization.
In Objective i, we will propose a good model guided by a practical usecase. We will start by
defining the utility function of each player, depending on his decision on selling data and on
the decision of other players connected to him though the graph. The network structure will
be represented by a weighted graph with weights representing the “inference power”. This
model of data inference on the graph is very innovative as it captures the public good nature
of personal data. After describing the individual utility functions, we will define the aggregate
utility of all the players, depending on who is deciding to sell his data. In every possible
configuration (i.e., subset of players who decide to sell their data, whatever the quantity), we
define the optimal quantity to be sold by each player in order to maximize the aggregate
utility.
The main theoretical contribution is expected in Objective ii. The aggregate utility of each
configuration, evaluated when the players sell the optimal quantity will be interpreted as the
characteristic function of a cooperative game, where the players are the users. The
properties of this game will give the optimal cooperation strategy, i.e., for which group of
users it is convenient to sell their data. We will investigate key properties such as
superadditivity and convexity, and we will investigate the implementation of some known
solutions for cooperative games. The core [5], the Shapley value [12] and in particular the
Myerson value [11], will be investigated to solve the problem of sharing the total income
between the users who decided to sell their data. The Myerson value is particularly
interesting as it is the main solution when dealing with a cooperative game where the
connections of the players are represented through a graph. We expect to obtain general
results on the structure of solutions (stability, optimality) for a class of cooperative games on
graphs and on the their link with the graph structure.
These theoretical results will be the key towards Objective iii: to design the appropriate
pricing mechanisms that will control incentives for users to sell their data or not. Through our
cooperative game-theoretic analysis, we will demonstrate theoretically the feasibility of
designing a market for personal data and establish guidelines for pricing this data. The
creation of a market for personal data, which is fair and efficient in the interest of users and
application providers, can have a very high importance, given the growing concern about
user privacy.
The main challenge of the project will be to be able to analyze the solutions of the innovative
realistic cooperative game model including the public good nature of personal data. Solving
this challenge will permit to design a pricing mechanism with appropriate incentives that
ensures wide adoption.

3. History and related work
Academic concerns about the economic value of privacy date back to the mid-90’s, with
informal discussions about the value of private data by [8] and [14]. More recently, a few
experiments have been conducted to quantify the value that users assign to their private data
[1, 6].
The game-theoretic analysis of the private data monetization was pioneered by [7], who
proposed fair compensation mechanisms for private data. Their solutions are based on the
core and on the Shapley value, but their simplistic game model does not take into account

the real utility function appearing when considering privacy as a public good. Recently, a
significant thread of research started on selling differential privacy using auctions [3,4,9]. In
[15], the authors propose a mechanism called “transactional privacy” where users can sell
access to their data through an unlimited supply auction.
None of the works summarized above consider the possibility of inference of data about a
user from other users data. In this project, this important aspect is included via our innovative
vision of privacy as a public good. Our work will find inspirations from the recent literature on
public goods [13] and on pricing in social networks [2]. These works, however, analyze very
different contexts and do not use techniques from cooperative game theory.

4. Local context and interest for the labex UCN@Sophia
The motto “the user at the heart of the network” perfectly represents our project. In particular
our mechanism will provide a technical solution to reduce the lack of control of the user on its
own private data and to increase the user confidence in the Internet. By enforcing usage
control of data by its owner, the mechanism will meet the user’s privacy and security
requirements in order to prevent unnecessary and undesirable data collection. This proposal
naturally pertains to the research theme “Security, Privacy and Network Neutrality”, in
particular as a reply to the challenge of designing a solution that protects privacy and allows
ownership of published user data.
As a post‐doc researcher I will be hosted in the Networking and Security department of
EURECOM, partner of the Labex UCN@Sophia. I will work with Prof. Patrick Loiseau. He is
an expert in network economics and game theory and he has already used public goods
successfully for his work on congestion management [10]. My knowledge on cooperative
games together with his qualifications will make possible to model and to develop this
innovative approach to solve the question of monetization of private data.
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